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ABSTRACT 
IOT (Internet Of Things) are now a day’s finding its place all over the fields related to the automation of different 

computer attached systems. These systems are smart enough to perform and decide the different control parameters 

according to the sensed value. The sensing value and the sensor security are the two key players in the IOT. As the 

advancement of the field it is being used in the applications like smart home, automated farm houses, smart 

environment control and so on. The error in data value can be the cause o f the irregularity in the automation system 

as this automation is based on the sensor input. Along with the automation the security feature is also required for 

the IOT devices so that any of the attacker can’t get control of the system. These sensors are performed with limited 

computational environment, these environment restrict the use of minimum rekeying of the devices for the security 

as the frequent rekeying results in the complete configuration to change and complete system update, this update 

may take some time and results in interruption of system services. The proposed scheme removes the data 

irregularities arising due to noise and also deploys the key exchange strategy to perform the system level security 

between the system and the devices. 
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I. Introduction 
A growing number of physical objects are being connected to the Internet at an unprecedented rate realizing the idea 

of the Internet of Things (IoT). A basic example of such objects includes thermostats and HVAC (Heating, 

Ventilation, and Air Conditioning) monitoring and control systems that enable smart homes. There are also other 

domains and environments in which the IoT can play a remarkable role and improve the quality of our lives. These 

applications include transportation, healthcare, industrial automation, and emergency response to natural and man -

made disasters where human decision making is difficult.  

The IoT enables physical objects to see, hear, think and perform jobs by having them ―talk‖ together, to share 

information and to coordinate decisions. The IoT transforms these objects from being traditional to smart by 

exploiting its underlying technologies such as ubiquitous and pervasive comp uting, embedded devices, 

communication technologies, sensor networks, Internet protocols and applications. Smart objects along with their 

supposed tasks constitute domain specific applications (vertical markets) while ubiquitous computing and analytical 

services form application domain independent services (horizontal markets). Fig. 1 illustrates the overall concept of 

the IoT in which every domain specific application is interacting with domain independent services, whereas in each 

domain sensors and actuators communicate directly with each other.  

Over time, the IoT is expected to have significant home and business applications, to contribute to the quality of life 

and to grow the world„s economy. For example, smart-homes will enable their residents to automatically open their 

garage when reaching home, prepare their coffee, control climate control systems, TVs and other appliances. In 

order to realize this potential growth, emerging technologies and innovations, and service applications need to grow 

proportionally to match market demands and customer needs. Furthermore, devices need to be developed to fit 

customer requirements in terms of availability anywhere and anytime. Also, new protocols are required for 

communication compatibility between heterogeneous things (living things, vehicles, phones, appliances, goods, 

etc.).  

Moreover, architecture standardization can be seen as a backbone for the IoT to create a competitive environment 

for companies to deliver quality products. In addition, the traditional Internet architecture needs to be revised to 
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match the IoT challenges. For example, the tremendous number of objects willing to connect to the Internet should 

be considered in many underlying protocols.. 

In 2010, the number of Internet connected objects had surpassed the earth„s human population [1]. Therefore, 

utilizing a large addressing space (e.g., IPv6) becomes necessary to meet customer demands for smart objects. 

Security and privacy are other important requirements for the IoT due to the inherent heterogeneity of the Internet 

connected objects and the ability to monitor and control physical objects. Furthermore, management and monitoring 

of the IoT should take place to ensure the delivery of high-quality services to customers at an efficient cost. 

The IOT architecture can be viewed as : 

 
Fig 1: The IOT Architecture 

 

II. Literature Survey 

 
In [9], the author presents a novel architecture model for IoT with the help of Semantic Fusion Model (SFM). This 

architecture introduces the use of Smart Semantic framework to encapsulate the processed information from sensor 

networks. The smart embedded system is having semantic logic and semantic value based Information to make the 

system an intelligent system. This paper presents a discussion on Internet oriented applications, services, visual 

aspect and challenges for Internet of things using RFID, 6lowpan and sensor networks. 

In [10],  the author‟s study looks into the basic knowledge and privacy protection technology of Internet of things. 

The protection schemes mentioned above in the medical health care scene environment have been applied. The 

framework of the smart home system is proposed, and it implements the security privacy protection platform based 

on the design and realization of hardware and software, aimed at the security consideration. 

In [11], the author not only describes about the evolution and how important of loT in daily life, the generic 

architecture, its most widely used protocols, numerous possible applications but also concern over security and 

privacy issues in loT, real-world implementation of loT system by using Arduino and its future trends. The loT 

probably becomes one of the most popular networking concepts that has the potential to bring out many benefits. 

In [12], the author focuses to review the impact of some of the attacks attributable to internet of things. A desktop 

review of work done under this area, using the qualitative methodology was employed. This research may contribute 

towards a roadmap for security design and future research on internet of things scalability. The deployment of future 

applications around Internet of Things may receive valuable insight as the nature of attac ks and their perceived 

impacts will be unveiled and possible solutions could be developed around them. 

In [13], the author introduces the concept of application for internet of things and with the discussion of social and 

governance issues that arise as the future vision of internet of things.   Further , description is given as IoT as 

envisioned is billion sensors connected to the internet through the sensors that would be generate large amount of 

data which need to analyzed, interpreted and utilized. Context aware capturing enables modeling, interpreting and 

storing of sensor data which is linked to appropriate context variable dynamically.  Building or home automation, 

social smart communication for enhancement of quality of life, that could be considered  as one of the application of 

IoT where the sensors, actuators and controllers can be connected to internet and controlled. 

In [14], the author give an overview of some technical details that pertain to the IoT enabling technologies, protocols 

and applications. Compared to other survey papers in the field, our objective is to provide a more thorough summary 

of the most relevant protocols and application issues to enable researchers and application developers to get up to 

speed quickly on how the different protocols fit together to deliver desired functionalities without having to go 

through RFCs and the standards specifications. 
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All nodes in a WSN communicate with each other by radio channel which is open and can be accessed  by anyone in 

the same range. This  makes a great challenge for security. In addition, WSN can be deployed in different  

environment depend on different applications. The entire network is affected by this environment condition. 

Moreover, due to unreliable channel and severe environment, there are much more packet loss and fault in WSN 

than traditional networks. 

Data collected by sensors may contain sensitive information and should not be  leaked to unauthorized devices. 

Further, encryption keys and information about sensors themselves (e.g., identity, location, etc.) must be protected to 

prevent eaves dropping and attacks based on traffic analysis. These challenges require  measures that provide data 

confidentiality for sensor networks. Integrity is required to prevent adversaries from modifying sensor data, for 

example, with the purpose of injecting false readings and therefore affecting the response to the sensor readings. 

Table 1  Constraints of WSNs. 

Constraints Details 

Physical 

Severe environment, limited resources of memory, energy and computation 

Communication 

Unreliable channels and limited bandwidth, collision and latency. 

 

IV. Problem Overview 

THE problem addressed is related to the data generated by sensor nodes along with the noise and error produced in 

the reception or communication of data. The data so generated if reaches to the final destination or the base station – 

can alter the results and the interpretation of the data changes and change is the objective set for the data in some 

cases due to this change is observed. The observance directly depend on the number of sensor nodes present in the 

sensing field in active state who are responsible for the generation of data for the base station. The error value thus 

received if differ slightly from other values can be ignored because the deviation generated by these error values are 

not so high but if the difference is larger it can deviate to a large extent. For this along with the efficient scheme for 

the network communication the data fusion scheme is also used in the network for this it combines the two goals of 

coverage and efficiency as such. 

A. Description of the  Work: 

 Data Gathering: (Observe) Data collection phase, how the data results collected. 

 Signal Processing: (Observe) Preprocessing data – allocation done before the fusion process begins. 

 Object Assessment: (Orient) after preprocessing it leads to => patterns and features (mean, median), these data 

are assigned to objects to generate the supporting values. 

 Situation Assessment: (Orient) it involve the situation predictions, the data fusion process and analysis of 

results. 

 Threat Assessment: (Orient) possible threat identification. 

 Decision Making: (Decide): by system, separation of supported and deletion or removal of unsupported data.  

 Action Implementation: (Act): Threshold application(d) => actual plan extraction 

B. Pseudo Code: 

The basic and the core data fusion strategy lies in between the removal of unsupported data from the collected 

values.  This phase-and error removal for the proposed work can be given as: 

The data fusion is done on the basis of similarity between data values. Error makes the sudden change in data or 

makes unsupported data. By unsupportive, it gives the ability to remove the sudden raises or fall in data. There is the 

importance of each value generated from the sensor node while maintaining the support levels. Functions are 

designed to separate out the supportive data from unsupportive and most generalized can be shown as: 

For necessary support criteria: 
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1. support(a,b) € [0,1] 

2. support(a,b) = support(b,a) 

3. If |a-b| <|x-y| => support (a, b) > support(x, y) provided that x, y are greater than 0. 

4. On the basis of above 

K  |a-b|<=d, (K>0, d>0) 

support (a,b) = 

0 |a-b|> d 

Pseudo code for the data fusion process:- 

1. Size of Data - no. of sensing nodes responsible for the generation of sensing values. 

2. Threshold – the sensing data get difference above which treated as a unsupportive value. 

3. Sorting the (Data generated) 

4. Refinement of Data may include deletion from most values. 

5. Preprocessing of refined data. 

6. Median and mean value for the data is generated. 

7. Median value generation results in support value. 

8. Mean value generate a separate support value. 

9. Support value generated is compared. 

10. Result is generated by the weighted result. 

11. Step 1 to 10 is repeated in each phase of the data communication so that the data which reach to the base 

station is completely processed. 

III. Results 

The Results obtained by the experiments performed can be summarized as: 

 Energy dissipation takes place around 40% of the compared algorithm. The energy dissipation decrease 

enables the network to continue with large number of nodes with the network and increases the stability 

time of the network. This increase further reflected. 

 Packets to BS in case of Base paper ranges from 62% to 0% of the number of nodes present in the network 

while in case of proposed algorithm this percentage is modified and achieved at max 32% to 0%. 

 Number of alive nodes takes the 19.57% of the network life time from first node dead to last node dead in 

the network while in case of proposed work it takes 77.48% of the network life time of the network.. 

 Number of cluster head max. percentage observed in case of base paper is 39% around while it is reduced 

by the proposed algorithm to 25% at maximum value.Cluster heads are elec ted randomly as in the 

traditional Base Paper protocol. 
A. Convergence and Mean Square Error 
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Fig 2 Plot for Mean Square Error  and Convergence 

This plot is done on the data generated as a result of the data fusion process, while this provides the information 

about the deviation observered from the actual value it also work as a measure of the correctness for the system.  

IV. Conclusion 

In the emerging new field of the IOT, each of the advancement comes with the various advantages and along with 

these advantages there may be some pitfalls which can be found and overcome be the extensive research. Present 

study takes two main criteria of data originality and data security which is from any other external agent as well as 

the internal error. These errors removed makes the system more reliable and secure to perform the automation task 

better to come with the new solution. 

Simulation and the experimentation results for the IOT devices are plotted and the summarization of these results 

ensure to have the greater efficient and reliable network for the data reliability and energy efficiency. The data 

fusion task separates the unrelivant data generated by the IOT devices from being on the base station. Sensing data 

so collected, processed, filtered and forwarded to the base station contains the supported values. Supported values 

can be generated through various support function , for the mean and median method and  further the fuzzy mean 

median method can be utilized along with the method supporting minimum deviation and error in support value 

generation. The threshold hold a greater degree of control for the inclusion of the values arriving near to 

unsupportive. The data error so removed , removes the possibility of error or attack in the form of false data packets 

or modified data packet thus, increasing the reliability of the system. This approach is carried out in the presence of 

Transfaulty nodes for the complete system implementation. 

The proposed algorithm has shown a significant improvement over the studied protocol and taken as the base for the 

work undertaken. The difference among existing protocols and proposed algorithm include proposed algorithm keep 

track of the Energy consumption and the coverage in the network and the selection is done to have the best results 

for the given scenario. As the network time increses the coverage and the transmissions provided by the network are 

among the cases which covers the maximum space and area and provide the all direction network optimization.  

.  
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